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The fact that this is so does not invalidate them for the :pur-pose here 
for the consisteney of use of an orderly and organized plan is of much 
more importance for the purpose of this stu~y than ~~y basic assumptions 
inherent in the choice of categories. In the words of Roget, "in con-
structing the ••• system of classification of the idea.s which are ex-
pressi ble by lan.gua.ge, my chief s.im has been to obtain the greatest a-
mount of practical utility, I have a.ccordingly adopted such principles 
of arrangement as ~ppeared to be the simplest an<l most natural ••• , I 
have taken as my guide the more obvious characters of the ideas for which 
expressions were to be tabulated. Commencing with the ideas expressing 
abstract relations, I proceAd to those which relate to space and to the 
phenomena. of the ma.teria.l world, and l astly to those in which the mind is 
concerned, and which comprehend i ntellect, volition and feeling , •• 11 '§../. 
Thus, in the words of the originator of the system, it is designed prima-
rily for utility and cqnvenience rathAr than with a desire to :promulgate 
a. particular philosophical system or doctrine. The classification is 
admirably suited to the task at hand and ha s been brought up to date in 
recent years so as to include modern verne,cular and technical word.s. 
Having accepted Roget's work as a basis from which to work the prob-
.J 
lem still r~mained to be solved concerning the choice of categories to be 
used in the test. The assumption was made and accepted that if a r~~ 
order of frequency of usage of the t wenty- four minor categories could be 
ascertained the categories to be used in the test wouJ.d be utilized in 
proportion to their rank on the frequency t abulation. 




This number of meanings was also tabulated. This sp...me procedure was 
followed in regard to the first and twentieth thousand words of the Thonl-
dike list. The results of this preliminary investigation is to be found 
in chapter three. 
Having found by the method described above the rank order of frequflncy 
of usage of twenty-four minor categories.5'flighteen categories were chosen 
to be used in the final vocabulary test. These categories had to be re-
worded as their original form as presented by Roget was so philosophical 
as to be quite meaningless to children. The first, second, third and fifth 
categ9ry (in rank order) wera tested twice under different guises of word-
ing; the fourth,sixth, seventh, eighth, ninth, tenth, twelfth, fourteenth, 
eighteenth and twenty-first were utilized only once. This method of 
choosing was adonted because it gave concentration in the area, of grea test 
usage as well as sprea<l over the general type utilized in the l Mgua.ge as 
a whole. 
The choosing of words to be tested wa.s done by going to Roget and 
listing all the words given under the cagegory to be test ed. These words 
were checked. for possible o,rerlapping into other categories which were to 
be tested in the same form of the test and eliminated. The remaining words 
were retained for inclusion in the test. The experimental form of tl1e test 
consisted of three pages each containing one hundred and twenty words which 
were to be placed into six caJtegories. These three sheets were lettered 
X, Y and z. Each page contained six ca tegories which differed on each page 
Some words were repeated on more than one page if they could be placed 
under another category and if the two meanings utilized for the testing 





The purpose of this preliminary investigation is to ascertain the 
r;:mk of frequency of usage in general reading of children of t he twe~ty.-
four minor categories presented by Roget in his Thesaurus. 
The Durrell-Sullivan list of fourth grade words, referred to in 
Chapter II were t abula.ted and placed into categories as shown in Table I • 
.A.n explanation of the table is as f ollows: The words of the list were 
placed in the left hand colur:m. Across the top were listed t he numerical 
equivalents of Ro~et•s twenty four minor categories. These nur1bers were 
bracketed underneath to designate the six major categories. In the last 
right hand column was tabulated the number of meanings a given word ma;y 
have excluding sl F.lll.g ::.md metaphorical terms not accepted in the language 
generally. The numbers listed to the right of the words under the nume-
rical equivalents of the minor ca tegories are the subminor categories in-
to which the words fell. ~r totaling the twenty four columns a frequency 
count r esulted which re1)resented the frequency of usage of certain ca.te-
gories for the six hundred words tabule- ted. The rank order of t his fre-
quency for the twenty four categories expressed in the lan~e of Roget 
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TABLE III The Bank Order of Freauency of Usage . 
of 24 Categories of 660 Fourth Gra.de 
Reading Words. 
Individual Voli tio 13. Form 
Organic Matter 14. Inorganic Hatter 
Personal )~factions 15. Space Generally 
Motion 16. Order 
Intersocial Volition ,\ t7. Affections Generally 
., 
Communication of Ideas .' ... 18. Time 
Dimensions 19. Religious Affections 
Formation of Idea s 20. Relation 
Q;uanti ty 21. Humber 
Horal .Affections 22. Existence 
Causation 23. Ch8nge 
Sympathetic Affections 24. Matter Generally 
It was considered desirable to see how stable this rank order would 
be \"Ti thin the fourth grade vocabu.lar:r itself and in relation to certain 
external criteria. To ascertain the stabili t~r within the f.ourth gr ade 
list the first half of the list was correlated with the second half by 
t he rank-difference method. This correlation was .9ltPE.02. The first 
half correlated with the whole list was .98t_PE.006 and the second half 
correlated with the whole list was .97fPE.Ol. In correlating the rank 
order of the fourth grade list with an external criterion it was thought 
desirable to find the rank order of frequency of the categories for the 
language as a whole as represented by Roget 1 s work. This raruc-difference 
correlation was .astPE.03. 
As a further check on the constancy and validity for this rank order 
a similar tabular frequency study was made of the words in the first and 
twentieth thousa,nd words in the Thorndike list. It was thought that be-
cause of the extreme simplicity of the first thousru1d words &~d the diffi-
culty on the opposite pole of the twentieth thousand there might be some 
difference in rank order of categories derived from the t wo lists. 
15 
Since the tabulation of two thousand words seemed too laborious and time 
""consuming a sampling was taken from each list by using only every fifth 
word. This meant that two hundred words from each thousand were tabulated 
~nd classified. Table IV presents the results of the rank-differences 
.- correlations derived from this study. 
T.AJ3LE IV Bank-Difference Correlations of Twenty-Four 
Categories Ranked According to Frequency of Usage. 
'20th 1000 with 'let 1000 with 'lst 1000 with' 1 
'Durrell list 'Durrell list '20th 1000 1 
+---------~------------+-------------~-----------+------------~-------· 
1 .88/:. PE.03 .75/: PE.05 .67~ PE.06' 1 
, I I 
-------------------------------------------------------------------
From the correlations presented in Table IV and the correlations pre-
santed in conjunction with the Durrell-Sullivan list itself and with the 
:. language a s a whole as presented in Rogat it can be said with soma assurance 
t hat the rank order of frequency of usage of the twenty-four categories is 
fairly valid and holds true for general reading vocabulary. 




eleven sentences but in each sentence the meaning is different due to its 
use in the context. The possible meanings of the word are listed to the 
right of the sentences. The pupil placed the number of the correct meaning 
in front of the sentence to which it applied. There were more meanings than 
there were sentences to obviate the possibility of using the elimination 
method. Fifteen different words were tested and used in one hundred senten-
ces with the number of sentences per word ranging from four to eleven. This 
criterion was considered rationally adequate because it necessitated getting 
meaning from the context in a true reading situation. It seemed empirically 
adequate because it discriminated between poor and good pupils in voca.bulary. 
This criterion test was given to thirty seven members of the FreShman 
class at a large city University and to twenty-three ninth grade pupils in a 
metropolitan Junior High School. 
The validity coefficient derived from the Ninth grade group was 
.7lt PE.OB, a r~k-difference correlation. This coefficient in terms of 
Pearson r is .73. The validity coefficient of the College Freshman group 
~' was .5Bt PE.O?, a Pearson r. The two groups combined produced a Pearson r 




•• If the corrected r is not more than t4 PE removed from 1.00, corrected 
r's which are slightly greater than 1.00 m~y, perhaps, be safely t~~en to 
mean that the truer is l.OO'!,!YThis coefficient of 1.00, then, is the 
theoretical maximum correlation which can be expected between these two 
measures if they were both perfectly reliable • 
.As an evaluation of validity a criterion which had an empirically 
observed similarity to the true reading situation was built and found to 
be fairly reliable by the split-half technique on a small, homogeneous 
group of ninth grade pupils. Three populations of va~ring size were given 
both the Reading Vocabulary Test and the criterion test with validity 
coefficients of fairly high rank resulting . It may, therefore, be said 
tl~t the Reading Vocabulary Test is a valid instrument in terms of the 
criterion utilized. 























Suggestions for further Research 
An investigation is quite sterile if it fails to raise more questions 
and problems than it solves. This is no less true here. This chapter 
attempts to point out some problems which have been raised in the course of 
this investigation and suggest some possible attacks on them. 
1. The experimental Form A of the test might well be re-
evaluated on a larger population of cases end schools. 
2. Concurrent with the above the derived forms A.A. and .A:B 
of the test might be standardized and evaluated on a 
large population of cases and schools. 
3. Form :S of the experimental edition should be analyzed 
and evaluated as Form A has been done. This data is 
at hand and will be done in the near future. 
4. Diagnostic scoring might be derived from the test. This 
scoring would be in terms of failures within certain 
categories which would be valueQ in terms of their fre-
quency of usage rank. Norms would be found for each 
category. A test which is longer than a ninety word test 
would be more desirable for this purpose. It is possible 
that when Form :S of the experimental edition is analyzed 
sufficient discriminative words will be found to con-
struct a new test of two forms containing some one hun-
dred and fifty words in each form. A test of this length 
might lend itself well to diagnostic scoring. 
5. Remedial teaching procedures to be determined bw the 
diagnostic scoring seem to be the next most feasible 
step. If a definite weakness is found in a certain fre-
quency used category it seems possible that vocabulary 
instruction can be devised which will aim to build pro-
ficiency and knowledge of words within that category. 
6. A-continuation of the study on the validity of th& test 
can be done by finding the correlation between scores on 
the criterion test and the Reading VocabularJ test and 
the scores between the criterion test and the current def-
inition type vocabulary tests. 






